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This Paper

US Monetary policy spillovers leading to financial stability risks
and macroeconomic volatility globally.

Existing literature:

I Highlights the role played by the banking sector.
I Bruno and Shin (2015): International risk taking channel
I Brauning and Ivashina (2020): Bank’s capital constraint

Motivation for this paper:

I Non banks account for 50% of global assets

I How do they lend and propagate (US monetary policy)
shocks?



What they do
How US m. p. affects lending to non-US corporate by nonbanks, relative to banks?

Challenges:

I Banks and non banks might lend to borrowers with
different characteristics and responses to MP

I US monetary policy is not exogenous

How the do it:

I Use global syndicated lending market

I Instrument US monetary policy shocks using surprises by
Jarocinski and Karadi (2020)

I Focus on dollar denominated loans for 1990 - 2019

Why would nonbanks be different?

I Lower risk aversion (Bruno and Shin (2015))

I Non banks receive funds from banks when rates are high
(Dreschsler et al. (2017), Xiao (2020))



What they find

When US monetary policy tightens, nonbank increase the supply
of syndicated dollar credit to non-US corporate, relative to

banks.

I 100 b.p. monetary tightening → relative increase in
nonbank loan size of ∼ 20%

I Increase holds for investment banks and finance comp.

I US and Non us lenders, within and cross border loan

I Driven by dollar loans (no impact on non dollar loans)

I Equal across US and non US borrowers

What are the channels:

I Higher risk tolerance of non banks

I Higher rates, money goes into nonbanks to seek returns
(Dreschsler et al. (2017), Xiao (2020))



My Comments

I like it. Very well executed paper on an important question.

Some questions:

I What drives the results for non US lenders?

I Why the impact is only on dollar loans?

I Is the response about monetary policy or crises?



What drives the results for non US lenders?
Large share of lenders are outside the US

The idea of the shock absorver channel is:

I Higher FF rates + monopoly on banking sector
I Money flows out of banks and into shadow banks

How does this work outside of the US? Is the assumption that
deposits are dollarized?
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story!
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Why the impact is only on dollar loans?

I Non banks can have a mismatched balance sheet at no cost

I But they do not lend more in other (than non banks)
currencies

Can the frictions of Brauning and Ivashina (2020) explain
these? Or maybe the Bruno and Shin (2015)?
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Is the response about monetary policy or crises?

Aldasoro, Doer and Zhou (2023)

I Non-banks curtail their syndicated credit by significantly
more than banks during crises

I Non-banks exacerbate the repercussions of financial crises

FF are low in crises (and high in booms), so is it crises or
monetary policy?

This can matter for policy/regulation:

I Are non banks “good guys” and shock absorvers (this
paper)....

I Or bad guys and magnify crises?
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Conclusion

Really like the paper!

I Important analysis on the role of nonbanks in propagating
shocks globally

Would like to see:

I Clarification on the channel for non US lenders

I Explanation for no effect on non dollar loans

I Is it crises or monetary policy shocks


